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(57) ABSTRACT

DC link capacitance in a bi-directional AC/DC power con-

verter using a full-bridge or H-bridge switching circuit can be

greatly reduced and the power density ofthe power converter

correspondingly increased by inclusion of a bi-directional

synchronous rectifier (SR) DC/DC converter as a second

stage ofthe power converter and controlling the second stage

with a control loop having a transfer function common to both

buck and boost modes of operation of the bi-directional SR

DC/DC converter and a resonant transfer function to increase

gain at the ripple voltage frequency (twice the AC line fre-

quency) to control the duty cycle of the switches of the bi-

directional SR DC/DC stage and controlling the duty cycle of

the switches of the full-bridge or H-bridge switching circuit

using a control loop including a notch filter at the ripple

voltage frequency.

12 Claims, 13 Drawing Sheets
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TWO-STAGE SINGLE PHASE

BI—DIRECTIONAL PWM POWER

CONVERTER WITH DC LINK CAPACITOR

REDUCTION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

This application claims benefit of priority of US. Provi-

sional Application 61/473,399, filed Apr. 8, 2011, which is

hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to Power supplies

and power converters and, more particularly, to bi-directional

AC/DC power converters which are particularly useful for

interfacing a DC based distribution system and/or renewable

energy sources to an AC power distribution grid.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

At the present time, most electrical power is generated by

relatively large power plants operating on fossil or nuclear

fuels or hydroelectric power plants for which relatively few

suitable locations exist naturally or can be developed. The

distribution of such facilities and the variations in demand for

power in different geographic regions requires distribution of

generated alternating current (AC) power over a network of

power transmission lines referred to as a grid. The voltage at

which AC power is distributed is generally chosen in accor-

dance with the length of various links since more power can

be transmitted at higher voltages and lower currents with

reduced losses for a given cross-sectional size of conductor.

Lower voltages for shorter links can be readily develop from

high voltage AC power through use of transformers.

In recent years, however, there has been great interest in

so-called renewable energy and power sources such as solar

power and wind power. In the case of solar power, in particu-

lar, the power is generated as a substantially constant direct

current (DC) voltage from an array of photovoltaic cells,

when in operation. In the case of wind power, while wind

turbines can be designed to general AC power, their speed and

hence the frequency of the alternating voltage produced is

subject to wide variation and thus very difficult to synchro-

nize with a power distribution grid. Therefore, wind turbines

are generally designed to deliver DC power as well.

It is also characteristic of renewable energy sources that

power cannot be continuously generated. Therefore, some

facility for energy storage is generally provided, usually as

batteries in which energy is stored through a reversible

chemical reaction. For that reason, such energy is input into

and recovered from such batteries as DC power.

Many solar and wind power generation installations are

built without having any local loads and are designed to

deliver power only to the power distribution grid. In these

types of installations only a suitable inverter device (e.g. a

unidirectional Dc to AC power converter) is necessary to

develop and synchronizeAC power for delivery to the power

distribution grid. Other installations may be built for a local

load such as for a residence and may or may not be connected

to deliver excess power to the power distribution grid or to

obtain power from the grid when local renewable resource

power generation and (locally stored power, if available) is

insufficient for the loads that may be present at a given time.

Between these types ofinstallation, some renewable resource

power generation systems are developed as so-called nano-
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2

grids where there may be numerous types of loads and where

power can be input to the nanogrid from the power distribu-

tion grid and excess locally generated power can be output to

the grid. In these latter types of renewable resource power

generation system, a bi-directional power converter capable

of delivering power either to or from the grid is required.

So-called full bridge or H-bridge power converters have

drawn interest as both inverters and possible bi-directional

operation. However, when such a circuit is used in a rectifi-

cation mode for delivery ofpower from the grid as DC power,

a very large capacitor is required for the DC output, referred

to as the DC link, in order to adequately suppress voltage

ripple. Unless the ripple is adequately suppressed large elec-

trical stresses are placed on devices connected to the DC link

which may cause premature aging of components and pho-

tovoltaic cells in particular. However such large capacitances

must be of electrolytic design and thus are of large volume,

which reduces the converter power density, and subject to

failure.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide

a two-stage AC/DC bi-directional converter topology having

improved power density through reduction in DC link capaci-

tance and low DC ripple voltage with close voltage regulation

while capable of rapid transient load response.

It is another object of the present invention to provide an

AC/DC bidirectional power converter topology to greatly

reduce the required DC link capacitance of the power con-

verter while meeting output DC voltage andAC current regu-

lation requirements.

It is a further object of the invention to provide an AC/DC

bi-directional power converter that attains particularly high

performance through digital controls.

It is further object ofthe invention to provide bi-directional

AC/DC power conversion with a consistent switching meth-

odology for either power transfer direction and which

includes bi-directional current interruption capability for

over-current protection.

In order to accomplish these and other objects ofthe inven-

tion, a single-phase bi-directional AC/DC power converter is

provided having a DC side and an AC side, comprising a

full-bridge switching circuit connectedbetween anAC source

or load and a DC link, a DC link capacitor, and a bi-directional

synchronous rectifier DC/DC power converter receiving or

delivering power from or to the DC link as well as providing

DC voltage regulation in one direction ofpower transfer and

an increased DC voltage in another direction ofpower trans-

fer whereby capacitance of said DC link capacitor can be

reduced while limiting voltage variation at an output of said

DC/DC power converter. The output of a second stage

DC/DC converter maintains small DC voltage ripple allowing

dramatic reduction in the DC link capacitance and overall

volume reduction of the power converter.

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, a

method of reducing DC link capacitance of a bi-directional

AC/DC power converter having an AC side and a DC side

comprising steps of regulating voltage of power supplied

from the DC link with a predetermined tolerance, determin-

ing maximum andminimum tolerable voltages on the DC link

at a predetermined average voltage on the DC link, and deter-

mining a minimum capacitance value required to limit maxi-

mum and minimum DC link voltages within the maximum

and minimum tolerable voltages.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, aspects and advantages

will be better understood from the following detailed descrip-
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tion of a preferred embodiment of the invention with refer-

ence to the drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic depiction ofa DC nanogrid connected

to anACpower distribution grid and illustrating an exemplary

application of the invention,

FIG. 2A is a schematic diagram of a single phase H-bridge

transformerless converter topology,

FIGS. 2B, 2C and 2D are schematic diagrams of H-bridge

transformerless converter topologies showing known

attempts at reducing DC link capacitance,

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a two stage bi-directional

single phase PWM converter topology,

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary embodi-

ment of the invention,

FIG. 5 is a graphical depiction of current flowing to the

second stage of the converter of FIG. 4,

FIG. 6 is a graphical depiction ofthe current flowing to the

DC link capacitor in the circuit of FIG. 4,

FIG. 7 is an isometric graphical depiction illustrating the

relationship of the DC link capacitance to the maximum and

minimum DC link voltages and average DC link voltage,

FIG. 8 is a graphical depiction illustrating choice of mini-

mum DC link capacitance value,

FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment

ofthe invention including the control circuitry in accordance

with a preferred embodiment of the invention,

FIG. 10 schematically illustrates small signal models of

buck and boost operational modes of the converter in accor-

dance with the invention,

FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram illustrating a generic con-

trol-to-output small signal model ofa converter in accordance

with the invention,

FIG. 12 is a graphical illustration of the DC output voltage

without the resonant controller, R, of FIG. 9,

FIG. 13 is a graphical illustration of the DC output voltage

with the resonant controller, R, of FIG. 9,

FIG. 14 is a graphical depiction ofAC current without the

notch filter of FIG. 9,

FIG. 15 is a graphical depiction of AC current with the

notch filter of FIG. 9,

FIG. 16 is a simplified depiction of the current loop of the

schematic diagram of FIG. 9,

FIG. 17 is a simplified depiction of the current loop of the

schematic diagram ofFIG. 9 including disturbance rejection,

FIG. 18 illustrates a volume comparison of the invention

with a full bridge converter of conventional design,

FIG. 19 is a schematic illustration of a generalized exem-

plary application of the invention, and test circuit verifying

bi-directional operation, and

FIGS. 20, 21, 22 and 23 are graphical depictions of test

results verifying operability of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED

EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly to

FIG. 1, there is shown, in highly schematic form, a general-

ized depiction of a DC nanogrid 10 which is an exemplary

environment for application of the invention, generally

depicted at 20. It should be understood that FIG. 1 is arranged

to facilitate an understanding of the application of the inven-

tion and no portion of FIG. 1 is admitted to be prior art in

regard to the present invention.

Essentially, a DC nanogrid is a power distribution grid

which is generally very limited in geographic extent (e.g.

limited to a building or one or a limited number ofresidences

or a vehicle such as a ship or aircraft) in which power is
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distributed over DC bus 30 at a nominal DC voltage of 380

volts although other nominal voltages can be employed and,

in any case, the nominal design voltage is unimportant to the

successful practice of the invention. It should be understood

that DC bus 30 can also be embodied as a plurality of DC

busses operating at different voltages. A dual bus arrange-

ment with one bus operating at 380 volts and another bus

operating at 48 volts is often employed to provide increased

efficiency of power conversion for low voltage DC loads.

DC bus 30 receives locally generated power, preferably

from a renewable resource power generator 40 such as a solar

cell array or one or more wind turbines. Power input to DC

bus 30 is indicated by arrows IS and IW, depicting current flow.

The DC voltage may be changed by DC/DC power converters

45, as may be desired for the particular DC nanogrid design.

To maximize utilization oflocally generated power, an energy

storage arrangement 50 such as a battery bank canbe included

with a DC/DC converter 55 for DC voltage conversion. The

energy storage arrangement can be augmented, if desired, by

the batteries in an electric powered or hybrid vehicle 60, again

using a DC/DC converter, if needed to obtain a suitable DC

voltage relative to DC bus 30. Thus the energy storage

arrangement 50 and vehicle 60 can function as either a power

source or a load as depicted by bi-directional arrows Ib and IF.

A wide variety ofloads 70 may be connected to and receive

power from DC bus 30 using DC/AC converters 75, generally

referred to as inverters, as needed, depending on whether or

not the load is designed to utilize AC power. In this regard, it

should be noted that some loads may require both DC andAC

power and appropriate power converters may be provided as

may be convenient. For example, appliances may use DC/DC

converters 71 to power micro-controllers 72 while heating

elements 73 may be powered directly from the DC bus and

suitable drive arrangements 74 (which need not necessarily

be power converters) may be provided for electric motors and

the like.

In general, it is desirable to also provide for connection of

the DC bus to anAC power distribution grid 80 so that excess

locally generated power can be provided thereto or power can

be obtained therefrom when locally generated power (includ-

ing power stored at 50, 60 is insufficient for DC nanogrid

loads or when it is desired to retain stored energy for provid-

ing power when the AC grid may be inoperative or when it is

desired to retain stored energy in vehicle 60 for independent

operation thereof. The connection between the DC bus and

the AC power grid thus requires a bi-directional AC/DC con-

verter such as that provided by the invention. Suitable electro-

magnetic interference (EMI) filtering, power factor correc-

tion (PFC) and the like are often required to attenuate high

frequency switching noise from the power converter 20 and

are assumed to be included in the bi-directionalAC/DC power

converter 20 which is sometimes referred to as an electronic

control center (ECC). As will be discussed below, the bi-

directional power converter or ECC in accordance with the

invention reduces the magnitude of EMI noise and thus sim-

plifies EMI filter design and reduces the cost and volume of

the EMI filter and PFC circuitry required to hold such noise to

a suitably low level.

Referring now to FIG. 2A, a full bridge or H-bridge con-

verter is shown. FIGS. 2A-2D are generalized to facilitate an

understanding of and appreciation for the invention and no

part ofany ofthese Figures is admitted to be prior art in regard

to the present invention and therefore have been designated

“Related Art”. Such a topology has been of substantial inter-

est for interfacing DC andAC systems ofup to about 10 KW

since it may be operated bi-directionally as either a synchro-

nous rectifier (referred to as a rectifier mode of operation) for
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AC to DC conversion or as an inverter (referred to as a

regeneration mode of operation) for DC to AC conversion.

Examples ofapplication of such a converter topology are seen

in many solar power and energy storage systems as well as in

many electric and hybrid vehicle power systems.

As illustrated, the H-bridge topology principally com-

prises four switches 22, preferably embodied as insulated

gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) but other types of power

switches can be employed. The switches are connected in a

full bridge or H-bridge (the terms are used synonymously)

configuration as two series-connected pairs of switches;

respective switches ofeach pair of switches being referred to

as upper and lower switches, respectively. The upper switches

and lower switches are operated in a complementary fashion

and the pairs ofswitches are operated oppositely to each other

such that the upper switch ofone pair and the lower switch of

the other pair are either conductive or non-conductive. It is

preferred to pulse width modulate the control signals for the

switches substantially sinusoidally at the AC line frequency

while the frequency of the switching signals is of a much

higher frequency, generally in the range of several kilohertz.

As illustrated, the circuitry to the right of the full bridge

circuit is referred to as the AC side of the converter and the

circuitry to the left ofthe full bridge circuit is referred to as the

DC side and the DC bus 24 is referred to as the DC link.

Additional filter elements such as R0, Cdc and Lac may be

added to either or both of the AC and DC sides of the con-

verter.

While such a switching scheme is preferred since it may be

used to transfer power through the converter in either direc-

tion and thus can provide a smooth transition in direction of

power transfer, a ripple voltage will appear on the DC link as

a natural consequence ofAC to DC conversion and the mag-

nitude ofthe ripple will increase with the load on the DC side

ofthe converter. Whenpower is being transferred from theAC

side to the DC side, in particular, such connections cause a

substantial voltage ripple voltage on the DC side of the con-

verter which includes components at the AC line frequency

and double the AC line frequency as well as high frequency

components due to switching of the synchronous rectifier

(SR) bridge switches. To stabilize the ripple voltage and hold

the ripple voltage to a suitably low level as well as to supply

power during load transients with only an acceptably small

change in DC voltage level, the value ofthe DC link capacitor,

Cdc, must generally be very large; requiring use ofelectrolytic

capacitors which are somewhat subject to failure, particularly

when large currents are applied to them from the second order

ripple energy from theAC power grid. Electrolytic capacitors

oflarge value are also oflarge volume and thus greatly reduce

the power density of the power converter. It should also be

noted from FIG. 2A that no active internal current limit pro-

tection is provided because the grid current will be conducted

by the anti-parallel diodes of the switches if the DC link is

shorted. Therefore, additional current limiting protection

devices must be additionally provided; further reducing

potential power density of the converter.

Numerous modified topologies have been proposed to

reduce the required DC link capacitance and the physical

volume thereof; examples of which are illustrated in FIGS.

2B-2D. All of these approaches use an additional switching

stage and an inductor or capacitor as an auxiliary circuit to

reduce voltage ripple. For example, the circuit of FIG. 2B

uses a series LC circuit in parallel with the lower switch ofthe

additional stage to transfer the ripple power to the additional

capacitor through the inductor. The principal drawback ofthis

circuit is the high loss in the inductor. In the circuit ofFIG. 2C,

an inductor is connectedbetween the common nodes ofone of
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the pairs of switches of the first stage and the switches of the

second stage to store the ripple energy in the inductor which

is necessarily bulky. In the circuit of FIG. 2D, the common

node of the second stage is connected to the mid-point of a

capacitive voltage divider on the AC side of the converter to

store the ripple energy back to the AC side capacitor. A

common drawback of all these approaches is the additional

power loss due to the losses in the additional stage and the

difficulty of linear feedback control design. While these

approaches have been somewhat successful is achieving a

degree of reduction in required DC link capacitance to limit

ripple voltage magnitude, the reduction has been relatively

small. Also, the performance of all of these examples are

sensitive to operating conditions such as passive element

values, AC side power factor angle, and the like due to the lack

ofrobust controllers. They also do not provide a current limit

function and bi-directional operation and smooth transition

between directions of power transfer has not, to the knowl-

edge of the inventors, been documented.

Referring now to FIG. 3, a two stage bi-directional PWM

converter topology in accordance with the invention is sche-

matically shown. In FIG. 3, the second stage of the converter

is operated as a DC/DC buck converter powered from the DC

link. Other converter topologies can also be used but a buck

converter is preferred due to its simplicity, simplicity of con-

trol and small number of elements which are highly reliable.

It should also be noted that the topology ofthe buck converter,

as illustrated, also provides a boost function for DC to AC

power conversion. The second stage is thus sometimes

referred to as a bi-directional synchronous rectifier (SR)

DC/DC converterwhich operates as either a buck converter or

a boost converter, depending upon the direction of power

transfer.

The upper switch periodically connects the buck converter

to the DC link for a duty cycle controlled in accordance with

VO while the lower switch, operated in a complementary

fashion to the upper switch operates to supply so-called free-

wheel current to inductor LO when the upper switch of the

second stage is disconnected. Since the second stage con-

verter operates in a synchronous rectifier mode, it always

operates in a continuous current mode even at light load

conditions. Therefore, it can easily achieve a seamless tran-

sition in power flow direction. Thus the second stage provides

both close regulation ofvoltage (allowing substantial DC link

ripple to be tolerable and substantial and dramatic reduction

of Cdc) and very fast transient response limiting the need for

large filter capacitance, CO. Moreover, in terms of system-

level design and observation of interactions of DC bus con-

verters, the second DC/DC stage is deemed advantageous

over directly drawing power from the DC link ofthe H-bridge

interface to the DC system since, if power is taken directly

from the DC link, the complicated quasi-static analysis must

be used for terminal characterization of the H-bridge topol-

ogy. Further, some current limitation is inherent in the buck

converter second stage and further current limitation can be

easily provided in the control arrangement for the second

stage switches.

The potential dramatic reduction in DC link capacitance

will now be demonstrated with reference to FIG. 4. FIG. 4

differs from the basic circuit in accordance with the invention

shown in FIG. 3 only in the provision of a differential mode

EMI noise filter on the AC side of the converter which is

formed simply by splitting inductor Lac of FIG. 3 into two

series connected inductors Lac and Lac2 and coupling a

capacitor, CDM, across theAC line connections from the node
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connecting the two inductors to provide a bypass path for

differential mode (DM) noise to prevent DM noise from

reaching the grid.

As shown in FIG. 1, the grid current and voltage are defined

below in equations (1), (2), of which the power factor (PF)

angle is (1). The symbols “Us” and “um” refer to theAC voltage

amplitude and the AC voltage, respectively.

56:], sin((nol—q)) (1)

(2)

The power (P,,) that flows through the full-bridge topology

will be the input power (PS) reduced by the instantaneous

power (PL) dissipated on the ac boost inductor Lac. PS, PL, and

Pm are shown in (3), (4), and (5), respectively.

um:Us sin((nol)

  
P _ U515 U515 2 (3)
S — 2 cosgo — 2 cos( wot — go)

1 2 . (4)
PL 2 EwoLacls sm(2wot — 290)

Pm = P5 - PL (5)

Pl, consists of two parts: the second-order ripple power P,

given by equation (6) and the dc average power Pa, given by

equation (7).

  

 

  

 

 

P, = A sin(2wot — 290 + W),
(6)

A _ Uflszcoszgo + woLacIS2 Us]: sin 2
_ 4 2 2 so ,

U515

, zmmfi
woLaCIS2 _ Us]: sin

2 2 “a

U I
7Pav = Escosgo

( )

P2 + (mecca. _ $1an (8)
“V Ufcoszgo av cosgo

AVOJW =
Mo Voiadec

V _ Voimax + Voimtn

(9)
oiav —

2

Normally, to suppress the voltage ripple a large DC link

capacitor Cdc is required and is subject to the ripple power.

Specifically, the required DC link capacitance for a converter

designed for an average DC voltage of 380 volts at 10 KW

power and an inductor (Lac) value of 300 HH a switching

frequency of 27560 rad./sec. and a 10 volt peak-to-peak ripple

is 6.9 mF which generally requires a bank of electrolytic

capacitors and may present a significant hazard since, as

alluded to above, the circuit of FIG. 1 does not include any

current limiting arrangement.

For the two-stage topology shown in FIG. 4, instead of

delivering power directly from the DC link as filtered by the

intermediate DC link capacitor, Cdc, the DC system is directly

interfaced to the second-stage synchronous rectifier (SR)

DC/DC converter which regulates the DC bus voltage within

the design specifications of the system. This inclusion of a

regulator offers an opportunity to reduce the value of Cdc to
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improve the overall power density since the regulator permits

substantially greater variation in input voltage to the second

stage to be tolerated while limiting the variation in DC volt-

age connected to the DC system. Ofcourse, increased voltage

ripple creates additional electrical stress for the DC link

capacitor but that potential problem is also solved in accor-

dance with the invention as will be discussed more fully

below.

As shown in FIG. 4, the reduction ofthe DC link capacitor

Cdc will naturally yield a large DC link voltage variation. In

order to make the SR DC/DC converter operate under the

specifications, two requirements must be fulfilled. First, ifthe

DC bus voltage V0 is regulated with a very small ripple, the

input power Pm should be fully controlled so that all the dc

average power Pa, and ripple power P, goes to the DC-DC

converter and the small DC link capacitor Cdc, respectively.

Second, the input current for this mode of operation can still

be well-controlled as a sinusoidal waveform at PF angle (1).

If the instantaneous power PL dissipated on the boost

inductor, Lac, is neglected, the first requirement can be

expressed in equation (10) (e. g. that the instantaneous power

PM, in the DC link capacitor is the same as the input ripple

power P, on the right-hand side of the equation).

. Us]: (10)
Pcap = vdc - [C = —Tcos(2wt — (,0)

d Vdc

4:) Cdc —dt

U515

-de = — Tcos(2wt — (,0)

By solving the differential equation (10), the DC link voltage

vdc can be resolved as shown in equation (11) and the maxi-

mum and minimum DC link voltages allowable while main-

taining specified regulation is shown in equation (12).

(11)

 

Us]: .

Vdc = Kcicom! — mama»— 90)

c 0

U515 (12)

Vdcimtn = Kcicom! — ZCd w a

c 0

U I

Vdcimax = Kc S S
+—

icons! ZCdc (Do

The constant value K6760,“ physically represents the energy

stored in the DC link capacitor. The definition of average DC

link voltage Va, is shown in (13). As such, the K6760,“ and

average DC link voltage Va, is established below in equation

(14). The DC link voltage vdc is given in equation (15).

 

 

Vdcimtn + Vdcimax (13)
VaV =—

2

U 1 2 (14)_ 2 s s

K950“ ‘ Vav + (4Vadecw0)

U51, 2 U515 (15)
vdc 2 (VW +m) — 2Cde [1 + sm(2wt— 90)]

Since the quantity under the radical in equation (15) must,

mathematically, be greater than zero, it is seen that the fol-

lowing inequality should be maintained.
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Us]: (16)

>

2Cdcw

  
Us]: )2

V +

(W 4Vadecw
[1 + sin(2wt — 90)]

As seen in expression (16), this inequality is always valid for

any DC link capacitor value; therefore, the DC link capacitor

value, Cdc does not affect the first requirement.

The averaged DC link capacitor current ic and the current

flowing to the DC-DC converter id can in turn be derived as:

Us]: 17
— Tcos(2wt — go) ( )

lc—
  

 

 

(v + U515 )2 U515 [1+ ‘ (2 I )17 — Sln a) —

“V 4vavcdcwo 204ch " ‘0

Us]: (13)
— 2 cosgo

 id: 

(v +L)2—i[l+sin(2wt— )]

“V 4vavcdcwo 204ch " ‘0

By assuming the DC link average voltage is 550V and the

average power is 10 kW, the average current, id, that flows to

the second-stage and the average DC link capacitor current ic

are shown in FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, respectively for different DC

link capacitor values. It is seen that change of dc-link capaci-

tor Cdc does not increase the DC link capacitor current (or the

required current rating).

For the second requirement, it should be noted that the DC

link current icho is the switching current with the rectified

sinusoidal profile. The average value of icho should be con-

fined within the profile of ac current Iac such that the second

requirement can be written as equation (19). Substituting

equations (17) and (18) into equation (19) gives equation

(20).

11'any : lichopl < 115 sin(mol—¢)l (19)

Us< Vac (20)

Equation (20) indicates that the input grid peak voltage Us

must always be smaller than the DC link voltage Vdc, which is

also the operation requirement for the first-stage H-bridge.

Thus, the DC-DC converter regulating the DC bus voltage V0

with a small ripple plus the H-bridge regulating AC current

with small DC link capacitor, Cdc, are applicable. For this

case, the design ofthis small Cdc lies in the trade-offbetween

the power level, PW, the average DC link voltage Vav, and the

allowable DC link voltage variation range. For a 10 kW

average power level case, the relationship between DC link

maximum and minimum values (Vdcimax, Vdcimm) the DC

link voltage average value V and the DC link capacitor

value Cdc is shown in FIG. 7.

In order to find the minimum DC link capacitor value, the

minimum DC link voltage value is set as 450 V as the output

voltageVo (DC system bus voltage) is controlled at 380V, and

the maximum value is set as 650V to limit high voltage. From

equations (12)-(14), the boundary of dc-link capacitor value

is obtained as follows

av:

C > 0515 (21)

do = 4w... — vmmwavwo

C < U515 (22)

d“ = 41% — “>14,va
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The DC link capacitor selection region based on (21), (22) can

be readily found as shown in FIG. 8. The minimum capacitor

value can be directly found graphically in FIG. 8 as the

minimum ofthe capacitor selection region. Alternatively, the

minimum DC link capacitor value may be analytically

derived as shown in equation (23).

U5]:

2
(Vrfiax — m1n)w0

23

Cdc é ( )

As a result, the minimum DC link capacitor value is found to

be 241 uF, more than an order ofmagnitude less than the DC

link capacitor value that would be required without the sec-

ond stage regulator in accordance with the invention. That is,

compared to 6.9 mF, there is a huge reduction margin in DC

link capacitor and, importantly, volume and cost. Further, the

reduction of required DC link capacitor value allows the DC

link capacitor to be embodied in other capacitor technologies

such as film capacitors which are much less subject to unpre-

dictable failure than electrolytic capacitors but are also much

more tolerant of electrical stress.

However, the reduction ofDC link capacitor value, Cdc, in

turn poses challenges to the controller design for separating

the ripple power and DC average power, as will now be

discussed.

The preferred digital control structure for bi-directional

converter operation comprises two independent controllers as

shown in FIG. 9. In the following analysis and discussion, DC

renewable energy resources are simply modeled as current

sources and collectively depicted at 91. Basically, one con-

troller is used to control the DC bus voltage, V0, by operating

the second stage DC-DC converter as an SR buck mode or SR

boost mode, depending on the power flow direction. The

proportional gain, K, in the dc current loop is applied to damp

the resonance from L0, Co filter, and the carefully designed

digital compensator transfer function H plus resonant con-

troller R are used to accomplish high bandwidth and high

loop-gain especially at double-line frequency (e. g. 120 HZ) to

handle a large input (Vdc) variation as well as regulate the

output voltage V0. The other double-loop controller controls

the H-bridge topology. The outer-loop controls the DC link

average voltage, Vdc, in conjunction with an additional load

current feedback term, G); while the inner-loop regulates the

power from the grid. The outer-loop controller has a notch-

filter, N in series with PID, H) to correct the control signal,

achieving a low total harmonic distortion (THD) of the AC

current regulation.

The control delay due to the sensor filter and digital com-

putation must be modeled. Each sensor filter is assumed to be

a second-order, low-pass filter, Hfiher, the transfer function for

which is given in equation (24).

1 (24)

Hfilter =

—><—>

A one switching-cycle (TS) delay, Hdmy, provided in equa-

tion (25), is modeled in the modulator to approximate the

digital computation and A/D conversion delay.

(sTdmyf (25>
 1 — 0.55am, +

isT

Hdelay = B may = , Tdelay = T:

l + 0-55Tdelay +
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The modulator gain is assumed to be unity. It should be noted

that the nonlinear sample-and-hold effect in the current loop

can be neglected due to the average current mode control

which is preferred for practice of the invention.

It is a necessary step to establish the small-signal models in

order to design the controller for H, R, K, Hv, N, H, and G.

There is no control-to-AC-current small-signal model of the

full-bridge that fully describes the dynamics from DC up to

Nyquist frequency. In order to design the current loop com-

pensator, a quasi-static modeling approach can be applied to

model the current loop behavior at the high-frequency range.

Therefore, the low frequency dynamics, due to the 120 Hz

voltage ripple, can be ignored. The small-signal control-to-

current transfer function of the H-bridge is obtained in equa-

tion (26), in which dab is the average duty-cycle signal of the

H-bridge. The input impedance ofthe second-stage converter

will be the loading effect to the first-stage. D is the steady-

state duty-cycle ofthe second-stage converter. Within the DC

bus voltage loop bandwidth, the Zn is like a constant power

load. Normally, the bandwidth ofV0 loop is lower than that of

the ac current loop; thus the Zm at the high-frequency range

for equation (27) would be the unregulated input impedance

of the second-stage converter. As such, the

H _ k (s + wmm + mm)
1 _ lac—

s(s + mums + mm)

can be designed to compensate Gm, to achieve the high band-

width and desired phase-margin around the cross-over fre-

quency. It is also seen that the current dynamics above the

resonance frequency (L Cdc) will be mostly dominated by

theAC boost inductor Lac, and equation (26) can be simplified

as shown in equation (28).

ac3

G 10, v 2 + szmcdc (26)
d = ~— = d—

‘ dab “£13me +s1m +£21.10.ch

Z _ 1 szloRoCo +510 + R, (27)

‘" _ 02 1+sR0C0

, 7a, 1 (28)

G14 = ~— = Vch—
ab 5 ac

By assuming an ideal current loop is implemented in the

H-bridge, the design of Hv is simply based on the current-to-

DC-link-voltage small-signal transfer function as shown in

equation (29) by considering the second converter stage as a

constant power load, in which h is the scaling factor of the

PLL. The design bandwidth of

s + mm,

HV 2  

W 5(5 + (ppm)

should not be beyond the double line-frequency.

~ C v2 1 (29)
Grv = Vi = acRMS

175 thC stC

  

The variable G shown in (30) is the feed-forward term to

balance the power between the first and second stages of the

converter in accordance with the invention and thus is applied
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to balance the power between the DC load and the AC grid,

and also to improve the DC link voltage regulation transient

response time especially during the load transient period. Gm,

is the transfer function from control duty cycle to output AC

current, Gw is the transfer function from DC link voltage to

output AC current. Gm, and Gw are used as the control plant

model for design of the controller. The VacRMS denotes the

grid voltage RMS value, and Vchef as the DC link voltage

reference.

_ Vdciref (30)

VacRMS

To design the second-stage voltage loop controller, the

small-signal models of the second-stage converter at buck

mode (rectifier mode) and boost mode (regenerative mode)

are found in FIG. 10. Notice that under the same input/output

conditions, the duty cycle ofthe buck/boost mode in FIG. 10

must meet the following equation in (31).

d:d1:1—d2 (31)

Under the conditions ofequation (31) it can be shown that the

buck mode and the boost mode ofthe second-stage both have

the same control-to-output small-signal model as shown in

FIG. 1 1. The control-to-output transfer function is then found

in equation (32) to design one

(S + meS + mm)

= l

0 5(5 + wploxs + wpto)

for both modes of operation. RC and RL are the equivalent

series resistances (ESRs) of Co and L0, respectively.

 

S

G ~0 V (1+ (”—2) 1 (32)

vd—T—dc 2 awz_—a

d (i + 5 +1 RCCO

mo on

_ R0 + RL Q _ x/(Ro + RaLoCoRo

“’0 ‘ (R0 + RaLoCo ’ ‘ L. + RCROCO

Several more control techniques must be implemented to

sufficiently separate the DC average power and ripple power

into two paths with the small DC link capacitors. The DC link

voltage will include a large 120 Hz ripple variation during full

load conditions. This input variation will affect the output

voltage V0 will transfer through the second stage DC/DC

converter and will eventually appear on the output v0 due to

the finite loop-gain at 120 HZ. That is, the second stage

DC/DC converter voltage control loop gain at 120 Hz is not

high enough to correct the output voltage ripple. It is seen in

FIG. 12 that V0 has a 30 V voltage ripple at 120 Hz under 10

KW power transfer conditions.

In order to suppress this voltage ripple, additional high gain

is added onto the control loop by implementing a resonant

controller as follows.

- —
(33)

R(s) _ [(52 + (2am)2

The resonant controller, when (100:23'5160 rad/s, approaches

achievement of infinite gain at 120 HZ. As such, the voltage
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ripple can be greatly reduced, as shown in FIG. 13, to only

about 7 Volts under full-load conditions.

In addition, the loop-gain at 120 Hz provided by the DC

link voltage controller HV is not negligibly small although

insufficient to fully compensate the large voltage variation on

the DC link which is the input to the second stage SR DC/DC

converter. As such, relatively large 120 Hz components are

still included in the output of the DC link voltage controller

vc, which is also the AC current magnitude reference as seen

in FIG. 9, thus affecting the AC current regulation perfor-

mance. Thus to reduce the 120 Hz ripple further, the control

loop gain should be further increased at 120 HZ by use of a

parallel resonant controller, R, to increase the loop gain. As

seen in equation (34), the PLL line-frequency signal will

modulate with this double-line-frequency component in vc,

yielding the third-order current harmonics. KVdc and KV120

are the DC link voltage loop gain at DC and 120 HZ, respec-

tively. The sum ofthese gains can then be conveniently scaled

by K:kfiw.

im = h simmer + so) - v. (34)

= 4 $an + $0) ' [KVdc 'AVdc + KV120 ' Vr Sinawolfl

As shown in FIG. 14, the AC current has a considerable

third-order harmonic component due in large part to this

effect.

The notch filter, N(s), given in equation (35) has the oppo-

site effect on the resonant controller, which blocks the 120 Hz

component in the voltage loop. Then, the current loop can

benefit from implementing this filter by reducing the 120 Hz

component from VG.

s 2 (35)

(27),) +1

1

E +52w090+

N(s) =

1

In FIG. 15, theAC current presents almost the ideal case when

the notch filter is included. Low THD of the AC current

regulation can be readily attained.

The DC link voltage decoupling terms, l/Vdc, are applied,

as depicted in FIG. 9 in both current loops ofthe controller to

reduce the loop-gain variation due to the DC link voltage in

equations (26) and (32).

The perturbation oftheAC grid should be also considered,

especially in weak grid (e.g. when the grid impedance is not

small) applications when the dynamics of the grid cannot be

ignored. Based on equation (28), as shown in FIG. 16, an

additional small-signal perturbation from the AC grid, vac, is

added into the current loop. Voltage vab is the full-bridge

terminal voltage, which can be also found in FIG. 9. The

perturbation can thus be canceled by the disturbance rejection

term (Van/V016) in the controller as shown in FIG. 17. The droop

resistor term, Rdroop is added in the second stage converter

voltage loop in order to achieve the DC system droop control

with other DC side renewable energy sources. All the afore-

mentioned small-signal transfer functions are used to design

the multi-pole/zero linear controllers with the desired control

bandwidth and phase/gain margins. All the designed control-

lers then will be transferred to the discrete form via continu-

ous to discrete transformation, such as the Tustin transforma-

tion. The transfer functions are preferably embodied as

special purpose digital processors specific to the respective
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transfer function calculations which can be constructed as

application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) for which

numerous suitable design and fabrication techniques are

known in the art to accommodate any desired calculation.

The total volume comparison is evaluated by considering

all the parameters. Specifically, the design of dc inductor L0

and capacitor C0 are based on the current ripple Aio and

capacitor voltage ripple Avo, as shown below in equations

(36) and (37):

  

 

_ 1(1—d)V0 _ 1 v v02 (36)

0—K 2A1, _2Ai0f5 “v7,

1 A10 (37)

C0 ‘ ism,

The first stage AC side inductor Lac is designed in accor-

dance with equation (38) based on the ripple current require-

ment (<20%). The 2"”! stageAC side inductor Lac2 is designed

in accordance with equation (39) to meet the current harmon-

ics requirement as specified in standard IEEE 1547. VDM is

the spectrum of the terminal voltage of full-bridge. The

design oftheAC DM capacitor, CDM, should preferably be in

accordance with equation (40) to limit the reactive power

level to less than 2.5%.

 

 

2 v C pm (33)

L=Aipp m < 25%

16stac ’ gum

— VDM (w) (39)

—= [C(w)

«EM—MLMLMMM + Lac + L052)

Pram (40)

CDM < 2.5%

anOVé

The final designs and volume of the AC, DC passive and

active components are shown in FIG. 18 under conditions of

20 KHZ switching frequency. The DC link capacitor volume

is based on the commercial availability ofa film-type DC link

capacitor (450 V rating for Co, 800 V rating for Cdc). The

inductor volume is obtained by choosing an amorphous alloy

core due to the high saturation flux density. The results show

that the two-stage topology with DC link capacitor reduction

in accordance with the invention is deemed advantageous

over the traditional full-bridge topology in terms of power

density. In this regard, it should also be noted that a preferred

commercially available component suitable and preferred for

practice ofthe invention is a three phase IGBT power module

including three series connected pairs of IGBTs correspond-

ing to three phase legs of a power control circuit. Such a

commercially available package allows two ofthe phase legs

to be connected to form the H-bridge and the remaining phase

leg to be connected to provide the switching of the second

stage of the converter in accordance with the invention. The

reduction in converter volume achieved in accordance with

the invention is by approximately a factor of six.

A prototype meeting the size specifications of FIG. 18 has

been built and satisfactorily tested using the test arrangement

illustrated in FIG. 19, including a 25 KVA split-phase trans-

former. Power was transferred in either direction based on the

relative magnitudes ofthe loads (load 1 and load 2) ofthe AC

and DC sides of the converter.

Bi-directional power tests under rectifier mode (ac to dc)

and regenerative mode (DC to AC) are shown in FIGS. 20 and
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21, respectively. FIG. 22 shows the ripple comparison of the

DC link and the output of the second stage under 7 KW

conditions. (Due to the small link capacitance, about 120

volts of ripple can be observed on the DC link while the final

DC output voltage ripple can be held to about 2 volts.) For

regenerative mode test, 1.5 kW loads are on dc side, while the

4.4 kW power is dispatched to the grid. FIG. 21 shows the

results under 5 kW that the advanced control regulates the DC

nanogrid bus V0 at 380 V with a small voltage ripple even

though the ripple ofDC link voltageVdc is relatively large due

to the reduction of the DC link capacitor Cdc. The seamless

transition from the rectifier mode to the regenerative mode is

shown in FIG. 23. This shows that the energy flows freely in

either direction between theAC and DC sides ofthe converter

without affecting the DC bus voltage V0.

In view of the foregoing, it is seen that the provision of a

voltage regulator as a second stage of a single phase bi-

directional AC/DC power converter can be achieved consis-

tent with bi-directional power transfer and allows a substan-

tial reduction in converter size with potentially significant

improvements in reliability and safety. The inclusion of a

bi-directional second converter stage also provides for cur-

rent limiting protection against shorting ofthe DC side ofthe

converter. A consistent PWM control technique accommo-

dates power transfer in either direction through the converter

in a load-dependent fashion; providing a seamless change in

power transfer direction. Rapid regulation response during

load transients is also provided that is not limited by the small

size or value of the DC link capacitor. A commercially avail-

able three-phase IGBT power module can be used to provide

both the H-bridge and second stage regulator/converter

switching to reduce cost ofthe power converter in accordance

with the invention. the converter in accordance with the

invention can be used singly or a plurality of converters in

accordance with the invention may be used in respective

phase-legs of a multi-phase power distribution system. The

power transfer capability is highly appropriate to applications

for generation of power from so-called renewable resources

and/or DC nanogrids.

While the invention has been described in terms ofa single

preferred embodiment, those skilled in the art will recognize

that the invention can be practiced with modification within

the spirit and scope of the appended claims.

We claim:

1. A single-phase bi-directional AC/DC power converter

having a DC side and anAC side for interfacing between a DC

power distribution network to which DC loads and/or DC

power sources are connected and an AC power distribution

grid operating at a line frequency, comprising

a full-bridge switching circuit connected between an AC

source or load and a DC link,

a DC link capacitor, and

a bi-directional synchronous rectifier (SR) DC/DC power

converter in series with said full bridge switching circuit

and receiving power from or delivering power to said

DC link and capable ofproviding DC voltage regulation

in one direction of power transfer and an increased DC

voltage in another direction of power transfer, and

a DC side control loop in said DC side of said power

converter for controlling duty cycle of switches of said

bi-directional SR DC/DC converter

whereby capacitance of said DC link capacitor can be

reduced while limiting voltage variation at an output of

said DC/DC power converter, said DC side control loop

having a transfer function that has relatively increased
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gain at twice the AC line frequency to limit DC side

voltage variation at a frequency which is twice said line

frequency.

2. The power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

bi-directional synchronous rectifier DC/DC power converter

operates as a buck converter when transferring power from

said full-bridge switching circuit to said DC side and operates

as a boost converter when transferring power from said DC

side to said full-bridge switching circuit.

3. The power converter as recited in claim 2, wherein said

bi-directional synchronous rectifier DC/DC converter com-

prises an inductor in series with a DC input/output terminal

and a filter capacitor.

4. The power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

power converter further includes a filter on said AC side

including a split inductor and a differential mode noise bypass

capacitor.

5. The power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein said

control loop includes resonant transfer function and a transfer

function common to both buck and boost modes of operation

connected in parallel with said resonant transfer function and

an adder for combining outputs of said resonant transfer

function and said transfer function common to both buck and

boost modes of operation.

6. The power converter as recited in claim 5 wherein said

resonant transfer function increases control loop gain at a

frequency which is twice the AC line frequency.

7. The power converter as recited in claim 6 wherein said

frequency which is twice the AC line frequency is 120 Hz.

8. The power converter as recited in claim 1 further includ-

ing an AC side control loop in said AC side of said power

converter for controlling duty cycle of switches of said full-

bridge.

9. The power converter as recited in claim 8 wherein said

AC side control loop includes a notch filter.

10. The power converter as recited in claim 1, wherein

switches of said full bridge switching circuit and switches of

said bi-directional synchronous rectifier DC/DC power con-

verter are provided in a three-phase IGBT power module.

11. A single-phase bi-directional AC/DC power converter

having a DC side and anAC side, comprising

a full-bridge switching circuit connected between an AC

source or load and a DC link,

a DC link capacitor, and

a bi-directional synchronous rectifier (SR) DC/DC Power

converter in series with said full bridge switching circuit

and receiving power from or delivering power to said

DC link and capable ofproviding DC voltage regulation

in one direction of power transfer and an increased DC

voltage in another direction ofpower transfer,

a DC side control loop in said DC side of said power

converter for controlling duty cycle of switches of said

bi-directional SR DC/DC converter, and

a control circuit to balance power between said full bridge

switching circuit and said bi-directional synchronous

rectifier DC/DC power converter

whereby capacitance of said DC link capacitor can be

reduced while limiting voltage variation at an output of

said DC/DC power converter and wherein said control

circuit for balancing power is modeled as a transfer

function from control duty cycle to output AC current

and a transfer function from DC link voltage to output

AC current.
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12. The power converter as recited in claim 11 wherein said

control signal to balance power provides a signal equal to a

DC link voltage reference divided by the grid voltage RMS

value as a gain/multiplier for a signal representing output

current. 5
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